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Abstract. Software systems nowadays are becoming increasingly complex and vulnerable to all sorts of failures and attacks. There is a rising
need for robust self-repairing systems able to restore full functionality in
face of internal and external perturbations, including those that affect
their own code base. However, it is difficult to achieve code self-repair
with conventional programming models.
We propose and demonstrate a solution to this problem based on selfreplicating programs in an artificial chemistry. In this model, execution
proceeds by chemical reactions that modify virtual molecules carrying
code and data. Self-repair is achieved by what we call autocatalytic
quines: programs that permanently reproduce their own code base. The
concentration of instructions reflects the health of the system, and is kept
stable by the instructions themselves. We show how the chemistry of such
programs enables them to withstand arbitrary amounts of random code
and data deletion, without affecting the results of their computations.

1

Introduction

Today’s computer programs are engineered by humans using the classical technique of building an abstract model of the real world and implementing reactions
to this modelled world. Hence it is not surprising that these programs often fail
in the real world environment, because their designers did not foresee certain
situations, because of implementation errors or malicious attacks. In addition,
as devices become smaller the influence of electical noise and cosmic radiation
increases, resulting in transient faults that lower the reliablity of the calculation
outcome [1]. Thus there is a need to build reliable systems based on unreliable
components where the software is resilient against internal and external perturbations and recovers itself from such situations.
Self-recovery means adapting the internal model to maintain properties like
correctness, effectiveness, etc. This generic kind of adaptation is not possible
with pre-programmed strategies. Because most programming languages available
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today separate code from data, a program once deployed cannot be changed
in order to adapt to environmental changes. This lack of elasticity makes it
hard to build programs that react to unpredicted situations. One approach to
address the challenge of constructing self-healing software could be the use of
self-modifying programs. However, there is still little theory about how to design
such programs [2].
Our approach is to use self-replicating programs in an artificial chemistry.
Artificial chemical computing models [3–5] express computations as chemical
reactions that consume and produce data or code objects. In an artificial chemistry, computations can occur at microscopic and macroscopic scales [4]. At the
microscopic scale, we observe how reactions operate on the information stored
in individual molecule instances; at this scale, a change in a single molecule has
a visible and immediate impact on the result of the computation. At the macroscopic scale, in contrast, molecules occur at massive numbers, and a change in a
single molecule is unlikely to have a significant impact on the system as a whole;
at this level, it is the concentration of different molecular species that mainly
determines the outcome of the computation, which is ready when the system
reaches a steady state [6, 7].
While artificial chemistries designed for biological modelling have focused
on computation at macroscopic scales [7, 8], chemical computing abstractions
targeted at concurrent information processing have traditionally focused on microscopic scales [9, 10]. We adopt a hybrid approach in which code molecules
are able to self-replicate in order to maintain their concentration and survive
deletion attacks. This results in a fault tolerance mechanism observable at the
macroscopic scale, while computations are performed at the microscopic level.
These self-replicating code molecules are called autocatalytic quines. Quines are
programs that produce their own code as output, and autocatalytic refers to
their ability to make copies of themselves, thus catalyse their own production.
We show how autocatalytic quines are able to perform some simple function
computation while at the same time keeping their concentrations stable in the
presence of a dilution flux, and also in the presence of targeted deletion attacks
with a significant decrease in their molecule concentrations. The resulting fault
tolerance is based on a constantly dynamic and regenerating system, as opposed
to traditional techniques which seek to maintain the system as static as possible.
All our experiments are performed using the Fraglet programming language [11,
12] in which self-replicating code can be programmed in a straightforward way.
As a consequence, the characteristics of Fraglets and their reaction model will
serve as a case study for a brief security analysis of artificial chemical computing
models outlined above.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces self-replicating systems and related chemical models. Section 3 briefly explains the Fraglet model
and instruction set. Section 4 shows how such self-replicating sets of “molecules”
can be built in Fraglets, from simple quines up to generic operators. Section 5
then analyzes the dynamic aspects of self-replicating sets. We show how to
achieve robustness to deletion of molecules by imposing a dilution flow to the re-
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action vessel that limits the growth of autocatalytic quines. In Sect. 6 we show a
robust program that calculates an arithmetic expression using quine operations.

2

Background and Related Work

The search for potential models of machines that can produce copies of themselves can be traced back to the late 1940’s, with the pioneering work by John
von Neumann on a theory of self-reproducing automata [13]. He described a universal constructor, a (mechanical) machine able to produce a copy of any other
machine whose description is provided as input, including a copy of itself, when
fed with its own description. Both the machine and the description are copied in
the process, leading to a new machine that is also able to replicate in the same
way.
The definition in [14] makes the distinction between replication and reproduction clear: Replication involves no variation mechanism, resulting in an exact
duplicate of the parent entity; deviations from the original are regarded as errors.
On the other hand, reproduction requires some form of variation, for instance
in the form of genetic operators such as mutation and crossover, which may
ultimately lead to improvement and evolution. These operators change the description of the machine to be copied, requiring a self-modification mechanism.
Replication, reproduction and variation in living beings are performed as
chemical processes in the DNA. In the computer science context, they map
therefore well to artificial chemical computing models, which attempt to mimic
such processes in a simplified way. Numerous such artificial chemistries have
been proposed [5], with the most varied purposes from studying the origins of
life to modelling chemical pathways in cells, or simply providing inspiration for
new, highly decentralized computing models.
In this section we discuss related research in self-replicating code and artificial
chemistries.
2.1

Self-Replicating Code

Since von Neumann set the basis for a mathematically rigorous study of selfreplicating machines, many instances of such machines have been proposed and
elaborated. An overview of the lineage of work in the area of self-replication can
be found in [15, 16].
Self-replication is a special case of universal construction, where the input
to the constructor (description) contains a description of itself. However, while
universal construction is a sufficient condition for self-replication, it is not a necessary one. Indeed Langton [17] argued that natural systems are not equipped
with a universal constructor. He relaxed the requirement that self-replicating
structures must treat their stored information both as interpreted instructions
and uninterpreted data. With this he showed that simple self-replicating structures based on dynamic loops instead of static tapes can be built. This spawned
a new surge of research on such self-replicating structures [18, 16].
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Most of the contributions to self-replication were done within the cellular automata (CA) framework, introduced by von Neumann. Self-replicating code was
a later branch appearing in the 1960’s, focusing on replication of textual computer programs. The work on self-replicating code was motivated by the desire
to understand the fundamental information-processing principles and algorithms
involved in self-replication, even independent of their physical realization.
The existence of self-replicating programs is a consequence of Kleene’s second recursion theorem [19], which states, that for any program p there exists
a program p0 , which generates its own encoding and passes it to p along with
the original input. The simplest form of a self-replicating program is a quine,
named after the philosopher and logician Willard van Orman Quine (1908-2000).
A quine is a program that prints its own code. Quines exist for any programming
language that is Turing complete. The Quine Page [20] provides a comprehensive
list of such programs in various languages.
2.2

Artificial Chemistries

Artificial chemical computing models [10, 3, 4, 9] express computations as chemical reactions that consume and produce objects (data or code). Objects are
represented as elements in a multiset, an unordered set within which elements
may occur more than once.
In [5] chemical computing models are classified as applications of Artificial
Chemistry, a branch of Artificial Life (ALife) dedicated to the study of the
chemical processes related to life and organizations in general. In the same way
as ALife seeks to understand life by building artificial systems with simplified
life-like properties, Artificial Chemistry builds simplified abstract chemical models that nevertheless exhibit properties that may lead to emergent phenomena,
such as the spontaneous organization of molecules into self-maintaining structures [21, 22]. The applications of artificial chemistries reach biology, information
processing (in the form of natural and artificial chemical computing models) and
evolutionary algorithms for optimization, among other domains.
Chemical models have also been used to express replication, reproduction
and variation mechanisms [23, 5, 24, 25]. From these, we focus on models that
apply these mechanisms to computer programs expressed in a chemical language,
especially when these programs are represented as molecular chains of atoms that
can operate on other molecular species, as opposed to models where a finite and
well-known number of species interact according to predefined, static reaction
rules. The interest of such molecular-chain models is two fold: first of all, complex
computations can be expressed within molecule chains; second, they can more
easily mimic the way in which DNA, RNA and enzymes direct reproduction,
potentially leading to evolution in the long run.
Holland’s Broadcast language [26] was one of the very earliest computing
models resembling chemistry. It also had a unified code and data representation,
in which broadcast units represented condition-action rules and signals for other
units. These units also had self-replication capacity, and the ability to detect
the presence or absence of a given signal in the environment. The language was
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recently implemented [27], and revealed helpful in modelling real biochemical
signalling networks.
In [5], several so-called artificial polymer chemistries are described. In these
systems, molecules are virtual polymers, long chains of “monomers” usually represented as letters. Polymers may concatenate with each other or suffer a cleavage
at a given position. The focus of those models was to model real chemistries or
to study the origin of life. In [23] pairs of simple fixed-length binary strings react with each other: one of them represents the code and the other the data on
which the code operates. The authors show the remarkable spontaneous emergence of a crossover operator after some generations of evolutionary runs. More
recently [28], a chemistry based on two-dimensional molecular chains (represented as strings of lines) has been proposed to model molecular computing, and
has been shown to be able to emulate Turing machines.
We conjecture that a chemical language can express programs that can be
more easily transformed and can become more robust to disruptions due to alternative execution paths enabled by a multiset model. Therefore they lend themselves more easily to self-modification, replication and reproduction. However,
there are difficulties: the non-deterministic, decentralized and self-organizing nature of the computation model make it difficult for humans to control such chemical programs.

3

The Fraglet Reaction Model

Fraglet is an execution model inspired by chemistry originally aimed at the synthesis and evolution of communication protocols [11]. A fraglet, or computation
fragment, is a string of atoms (or symbols) [s1 s2 s3 ... sn ] that can be interpreted as a code/data sequence, as a virtual “molecule” used in a “chemical
reaction”, or as a sequence of packet headers, or yet as an execution thread.
There are a fixed number of production rules describing substitution pattern
that operate on fraglets. We limit ourselves to substitution patterns which, on
their left side, only depend on the first symbol of a word. For example, the rule
[exch S T U TAIL] → [S U T TAIL] when applied to the word [exch a b c
d] will result in [a c b d] – that is, two symbols are swapped. The exch acted
as a prefix command for the rest of the word whereas the new left-most symbol
’a’ serves as a continuation pointer for further processing of the result. Table 1
shows some of the production rules.
According to [5], an artificial chemistry can be broadly defined by a triple
(S, R, A), where S is the set of molecular species, R is the set of collision (reaction) rules, and A is the algorithm for the reaction vessel where the molecules S
interact via the rules R. In the case of Fraglets, the set of molecules S consists
of all possible fraglets. (The term molecule and fraglet is used synonymously in
this paper.) The finite set of production rules implicitly define the potentially
infinite set of reactions R among molecules.
The dynamic behaviour of a simulation is characterized by the algorithm A.
Fraglets are injected into a virtual reaction vessel, which maintains a multiset of
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Table 1. Selected production rules of a Fraglet system. S, T and U are placeholders
for symbols, TAIL stands for a potentially empty word of symbols.
Instruction

Educt(s)

exch
[exch S T U TAIL]
send
ni [send nj TAIL]
split
[split PART1 * PART2]
fork
[fork S T TAIL]
sum
[sum S i1 i2 TAIL]
match [match S TAIL1] + [S TAIL2]
matchp [matchp S TAIL1] + [S TAIL2]

Product(s)
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

[S U T TAIL]
nj [TAIL]
[PART1] + [PART2]
[S TAIL] + [T TAIL]
[S i1 +i2 TAIL] (do. for mult etc)
[TAIL1 TAIL2]
[matchp S TAIL1] + [TAIL1 TAIL2]

fraglets and simulates their reactions using the Gillespie algorithm [29]. The algorithm calculates the collision probability of two molecules in a well-stirred tank
reactor. The reaction rate is proportional to the concentration of the reaction
educts.
Fraglet programs normally consist of a set of active match or matchp fraglets that process passive (data) molecules. In order to make such programs
robust to the deletion of constituting parts we aim at constantly replicate the
match fraglets while they are being executed. In the next sections we show how
self-replication can be realized using the Fraglet reaction model. In Sect. 4 we
examine how to replicate the information stored in a set of fraglets. To analyze
these static aspects of self-replication we focus on the set of molecules and reaction rules (S, R). Then, in Sect. 5 we include the dynamic behavior into our
considerations and therefore discuss the reaction algorithm A in more detail.

4

Self-Replication in Fralgets

In this section we provide examples of self-replication in the Fraglet framework.
Our goal is to find a set of fraglets that is able to maintain itself, i.e. to replicate
all fraglets that are part of this set. We use quines as templates for self-replicating
programs, and show how to embed useful functions into them.
In general, a quine consists of two parts, one which contains the executable
code, and the other which contains the data. The data represents the blueprint
of the code. The information that is stored in the blueprint is used twice during
replication: First it serves as instructions to be interpreted by the quine to construct a new quine. Then the same information is attached to the new offspring,
so that it is able to replicate in turn.
The usage of information to build instructions can be compared to the translation of genes occurring in cells, where RNA chains carrying the genotype are
translated into proteins. The latter use of the blueprint resembles the DNA
replication.
In Fraglets it is easy to implement both translation and replication of data
molecules, since the Fraglet language has a flat code/data representation. The
following example shows a reaction trace of a data fraglet bp that is translated
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(interpreted as executable code) by a match rule.
[match bp] + [bp sum y 4 5] −→ [sum y 4 5] −→ [y 9]
This translation process in Fraglets is performed as an explicit removal of the
passive header tag which activates the rule such that it can be executed. The
“collision” of the active match and the passive fraglet cause the active and the
passive parts react together, resulting in a new active fraglet that calculates the
sum. Information replication, on the other hand, can be achieved by using a fork
instruction. Hence a simple quine can be built by finding a code and a data
fraglet that react and, in doing so, regenerate both.
Here is an example of a simple self-replicating, autocatalytic quine program:
[
match bp fork fork fork nop bp]
[bp match bp fork fork fork nop bp]
In this example, depicted in Fig. 1, two copies of the information are present:
the first is the executable (active) copy, and the second is the code storage
(blueprint), guarded by tag bp. Their reaction produces a fraglet starting with
[fork fork ...] which replicates the information by generating two copies of
the remaining part. The resulting two identical fraglets again start with a fork
instruction. They individually translate the information: One copy reduces to the
active part, restarting the cycle, and the other reinstalls the original blueprint.
[fork fork fork nop bp match bp fork fork fork nop bp]
2
[fork nop bp match bp fork fork fork nop bp]

(seed)

[nop match bp fork fork fork nop bp]
[match bp fork fork fork nop bp] [bp match bp fork fork fork nop bp]
(active)
(blueprint)

Fig. 1. Simple autocatalytic quine

We observe that the active and the passive parts look similar. In fact, they
only differ in their head symbol: the passive part is tagged with a tag bp, whereas
the active part directly starts with the match instruction. Note that a single
“seed” fraglet is sufficient to generate (bootstrap) the quine.
4.1

Embedding Functionality

The quine presented before is an example for simple self-replication. It does
not do any useful computation and spends cycles only to replicate itself. Some
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related work also concentrate on the structure of such self-replicating sets of
molecules: Kaufmann, Bagley, Farmer, and later Mossel and Steel examined the
properties of random autocatalytic sets [30–33], Fontana [22] as well as Speroni di Fenizio [34] studied the formation of organizations in a random reaction
vessel of λ-expressions and combinator algebra, respectively. Most of them concentrate on the structure of self-replicating sets. Here we aim at performing
microscopic computation [4], where the computation is carried out on instances
of input molecules and the result is stored to an instance of an output molecule.
A simple example for such microscopic computation is the following Fraglet reaction that computes the expression y = x + 1:
[match x sum y 1] + [x 5] −→ [sum y 1 5] −→ [y 6]
where the active match molecule reacts with a passive (data) molecule x that
carries the input data. The resulting fraglet sum increments the number stored
within itself and immediately produces a passive output molecule y containing
the result.
Consider the following quine template, which can compute any function expressed as a consume and produce part:
[spawn consume replicate produce]
where generally
spawn ::= fork nop bp
replicate ::= split match bp fork fork spawn *
For example, to generate a quine replacement for [match x sum y 1], we can
define
consume ::= match x
produce ::= sum y 1
which results in the following quine seed code:
[fork nop bp match x split match bp
fork fork fork nop bp * sum y 1]
The reaction graph for this quine is shown in Fig. 2. We can distinguish three
interdependent pathways: the upper cycle replicates the blueprint, the cycle in
the middle generates the active rule ([match x ...]), and the lower pathway
consumes an input molecule x, performs the actual computation and produces
an output molecule y. Such as for the simple quine, the information of the decorated quine itself is copied during execution: one copy becomes the passive form
[bp match x ...] and the other is executed. However, the decorated quine can
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only replicate when an input molecule x is available. At the same time, the program performs its intended functionality, i.e. to calculate the expression. Quines
that perform more complex computations can be written by just specifying the
production and consumption sides accordingly.

[bp match x split match bp
fork fork fork nop bp * sum y 1]
(blueprint)
[fork fork fork nop bp match x split match bp
fork fork fork nop bp * sum y 1]
2
[fork nop bp match x split match bp
fork fork fork nop bp * sum y 1]

(seed)

[nop match x split match bp
fork fork fork nop bp * sum y 1]
[match bp fork fork fork nop bp]
[match x split match bp
fork fork fork nop bp * sum y 1]
(active)
[split match bp fork fork
fork fork nop bp * sum y 1 5]
[sum y 1 5]
[x 5]

[y 6]

Fig. 2. Autocatalytic quine with embedded functionality

Operation. The decorated quine is an ideal building block to create larger
programs. In this paper we refer to such a building block as an operation. The
graphical short notation for the operation that calculates y = x+1 is depicted in
Fig. 3. It hides the replication details and only reveals the performed calculation.

[x 5]

Operation
[match x sum y 1 5]

[y 6]

Fig. 3. Operation = Decorated autocatalytic quine (short notation)
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5

Dynamic Aspects of Self-Replication

In this section we examine the dynamic aspects of the Fraglet algorithm in more
detail. First we show two dynamic counterforces, growth and dilution flow that
when acting together exhibit the desired property of robustness to code and data
deletion.
5.1

Growth

So far we only analyzed the reaction network of the quines from the functional
point of view. Let us turn back to the simple quine in Fig. 1 and analyze its
dynamic behavior. In each round, the active and the passive part of the quine
react and generate two copies of themselves. Each of the two resulting quine
instances again reacts and yield two other instances. In a real chemical reaction
vessel with constant volume, the collision probability of the reaction partners
would rise. Such behavior can be simulated using the Gillespie algorithm [29],
which makes sure that the simulated (virtual) time evolves by smaller increments
the more possible reactions can take place in parallel. Since the possible reaction
partners grow with the number of quine instances, the virtual time increments
continuously shrink. As a result the quine population grows exponentially with
respect to virtual time: the quine catalyzes its own replication.
For the decorated quine (operation) shown in Fig. 2 we already noted that it
only replicates itself when consuming an input molecule x. Thus the replication
rate of an operation depends on the rate at which input molecules are injected
into the reaction vessel. When input molecules appear at a constant interval, the
operation exhibits a linear growth.
5.2

Dilution

The simulation of a growing population of quines on a computer quickly leads to
a situation where the virtual time increment of a simulated reaction is smaller
than the real time the computer requires to perform the reaction and to calculate
the next iteration of the algorithm. In this case the computer cannot perform a
real-time simulation of the reaction system anymore which is crucial for programs
interfacing a real world environment like programs for robot control or network
protocols.
Thus we limit the maximum number of molecules in the reaction vessel to a
certain maximum vessel capacity N . For this purpose we apply a random excess
dilution flow, which is (1) non-selective, i.e. it randomly picks one of the molecule
instances for dilution using a uniform probability distribution, and where (2) the
rate of the dilution flow depends on the overall production rate of the system.
Figure 4(a) shows the operating principle of the excess dilution flow. The
reaction vessel is in either of two states: in the transient state the number of
molecules is smaller than the specified limit and the dilution flow is inactive,
whereas in the saturation state the number of molecules is equal to the specified
limit and the dilution flow is active. Whenever a reaction produces new molecules
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concentration

100
80

40

transient

20
0

(a) Excess dilution flow

Blueprint
Active

60

0

1

saturation

2
virtual time

3

(b) Simulation of an autocatalytic quine

Fig. 4. Excess dilution flow and the time evolution of a simulation of an autocatalytic
(exponentially growing) quine using the Gillespie algorithm with a max. vessel capacity
of N = 200.

in the saturation state, the excess dilution flow randomly selects and destroys
molecules until the vessel reaches the max. fill level N . The excess dilution flow
is able to keep the overall number of molecules at this level even though the
population of a molecule set like the quine is growing exponentially.
A similar method has already been used by others, for example in [22, 34].
Formally, the system can be described by the network replicator equation [35].
Figure 4(b) shows the dynamic behavior of a simple autocatalytic quine in a
reaction vessel limited by an excess dilution flow. In the transient state the quine
population grows exponentially with respect to virtual time. When reaching
the specified vessel capacity N each newly produced molecule replaces another
randomly picked molecule.
Since the dilution flow is a random process, it may temporarily favor either
the blueprint or the active fraglet of the quine resulting in a higher relative
concentration of the other fraglet. However, fraglets with a higher concentration
are more likely being selected by the dilution flow in the next iteration of the
algorithm. On the long run both the active and passive fraglets reach the same
concentration of N2 = 100.
5.3

Emergent Robustness to Code Deletion

One of the emergent properties of an exponentially growing population limited in
a finite environment is robustness to the loss of individuals. An unexpected loss
of any quine molecule instance decreases the total number of molecules, but this
“hole” is immediately filled by the offsprings of the remaining quine instances.
Figure 5 depicts the result of a data and a code deletion attack. At virtual
time tv = 3 we remove 80 % of the blueprints. As the replication of the remaining autocatalytic quines continues they quickly replenish the missing molecules.
Immediately after the attack the reaction vessel is in the transient state again:
The remaining quine instances are able to replicate without being diluted, and
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therefore the population grows exponentially. When reentering the saturation
state, there are temporarily more active rules than blueprints. But the restored
dilution flow causes the active fraglets being diluted more frequently. As soon
as the equilibrium between blueprints and active rules is reobtained the system
reaches its original steady-state and continues operating as before the attack.
The same holds for an attack to the active fraglets, shown in Fig. 5 at tv = 4.

concentration

140
120

Blueprint
Active

100
80
60
40
20
0

remove 80
active rules

remove 80 blueprints
0

1

2

virtual time

3

4

5

Fig. 5. Code and data deletion attacks. Time evolution of the simulation of an autocatalytic quine with deletion attacks at tv = 3 (blueprints) and tv = 4 (active fraglets)
using the Gillespie algorithm with a max. vessel capacity of N = 200

6

Robust Programs Using Self-Replicating Operations

In this section we focus on how to build programs out of autocatalytic quines
(operations). The goal is to arbitrarily combine “quine-protected operations”
such that the overall resulting program is still robust to code and data deletions.
6.1

Example: Arithmetic Expression

As an example we build a program that calculates the arithmetic expression y =
3x2 +2x+1. Since Fraglets only has binary (arity 2) arithmetic operators we have
to split up the calculation into different operations. Each operation consumes a
certain input molecule and produces an intermediate result molecule that is then
consumed by another operation. Figure 6 shows the reaction flow of the resulting
program using 7 operations. The first operation forks the input fraglet x into two
intermediate data fraglets t1a, and t1b, respectively. Then further calculation is
performed in parallel by two chains. The left chain calculates the square root of
the input and multiplies it with 3 whereas the right chain calculates the partial
sum of 2x + 1. Finally, the last instruction joins the resulting data fraglets of the
two chains and calculates the sum over the partial results.
Figure 7 shows the result of a simulation focusing on the quine concentrations
of the splitting operation 1 and the joining operation 7. The system quickly
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inject with rate ρ

Vessel reactor

[x (x)]
Operation 1
[match x fork t1a t1b]
[t1a (x)]

[t1b (x)]

Operation 2
[match t1a exch t2 2]

Operation 5
[match t1b mult t5 2]
[t2 (x) 2]

[t5 (2x)]

Operation 3
[match t2 pow t3]

Operation 6
[match t5 sum t6 1]
[t3 (x2 )]

Operation 4
[match t3 mult t4 3]
[t4 (3x2 )]

[t6 (2x + 1)]

Operation 7
[match t4 match t6 send result sum y]
Vessel result
[y (3x2 + 2x + 1)]

100

100

80

80

60

concentration

concentration

Fig. 6. Parallel chains of catalytic quines (operations) calculating the arithmetic expression y = 3x2 + 2x + 1

[bp1 ...]
[match x ...]

40
20
0

0

1000

2000 3000
virtual time

4000

(a) Splitting Operation 1

5000

[bp7 ...]
[match t4]
[match t6]

60
40
20
0

0

1000

2000 3000
virtual time

4000

5000

(b) Joining Operation 7

Fig. 7. Time evolution of the simulation of a partially parallel program to calculate the
arithmetic expression y = 3x2 + 2x + 1 using autocatalytic quines (operations). The
Gillespie algorithm drives the system, and an excess dilution flow with a maximum
vessel capacity of N = 1400 restricts unlimited growth. One input molecules x is
injected with rate ρ = 1. At tv = 3500, 80 % of all molecules in the reaction vessel are
destroyed.
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recovers from a deletion attack where 80 % of all molecules are removed and
returns to its equilibrium where the N molecules are evenly distributed among
blueprints and active fraglets of all operations.
6.2

Discussion

We showed how programs can be build by sequentially assembling decorated
autocatalytic quines. The simulated burst deletion attacks already gave an indication that the overall system is robust to the deletion of molecules. Here we
will further examine the dynamic properties of the resulting system.
Qualitative Considerations. A program is only able to survive in the reaction
vessel if all its operations process the same data stream or if all processed data
stream rates are in the same order of magnitude: We already observed that
the rate of the data stream determines the replication rate of an operation.
Because of the dilution flow and the operations competing for concentration,
its replication rate also define the steady-state concentration of the operation’s
blueprint and active fraglets. For example, if the replication rate of one operation
is twice the replication rate of another, the latter one will be present only with
half of the concentration of the first and thus, the probability that it will become
extinct because of the random fluctuation of the algorithm rises. In our example
all operations replicate with more or less the same rate, because all operations
process the same data stream and without loops in one of the parallel branches.
To learn more about the dynamic aspects and characteristics of the overall
program we now further analyze the system by changing its input parameters
and examining the resulting behavior.
Three input parameters have an impact on the behavior of a given program: (P.1) The max. vessel capacity N is held constant during the simulation.
(P.2) The input molecules are actually generated by an unknown process outside
the reaction vessel. Here we assume a constant injection rate ρ. (P.3) The rate
and shape of the molecule deletion attack is the third input parameter. Unlike
in our previous simulations we now assume a constant rate δ at which molecules
are randomly picked and destroyed.
The behavior of the system can be characterized by the following three metrics: (M.1) The robustness of the overall system, measured by the probability
that the system “survives” a simulation run; (M.2) data yield, expressed as the
fraction of injected data molecules x that are not lost, i.e. that are converted to
an output molecule y; (M.3) the required CPU power to simulate the system for
a given set of input parameters.
Figure 8 qualitatively depicts the influence of input parameters (P.1) − (P.3)
to the system metrics (M.1)−(M.3). Each input parameter is assigned an axis of
the three-dimensional space, and an arbitrary point in the input parameter space
is marked with a dot. The arrows that are leaving the dot indicate an increase
of the labled metrics in consequence of changing one of the input parameters.
For example, the arrow to the right shows that an increase of the data injection
rate ρ requires more CPU power to simulate the system.
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Qualitatively, we expect that the robustness of the system and the yield of
the data stream can be increased by rising the max. vessel capacity N or by
decreasing the rate ρ of injecting input molecules if possible. The robustness is
obviously higher if the deletion rate δ is low. More CPU power is needed for
higher injection rates or bigger reaction vessels. In the following we show quantitative measures for these tendencies, obtained by repeated simulation runs.
Quantitative Considerations. All the results discussed below are obtained
by taking the average of 20 simulation runs. For each simulation we inject 10000
input molecules at rate ρ into the reaction vessel of max. capacity N and apply
a constant deletion rate δ.
Data Loss. Before focusing on the robustness measure we analyze the yield, i.e.
how many of the injected molecules are processed by all operations and finally
reach the result vessel. We want to keep the data loss as low as possible, but we
expect that even without a deletion attack the excess dilution flow also removes
some of the molecules belonging to the processed data stream.
The yield is measured by comparing the average rate at which result molecules
y are produced (ρy ) to the rate at which input molecules x are injected (ρ):
ρ
yield = ρy . Figure 9(a) shows the dependency of the data loss on the data
injection rate. The concentration of data molecules is very low compared to
the concentration of the operation’s blueprint and active molecules. Hence data
molecules are less frequently selected by the dilution mechanism and therefore,
for moderate injection rates ρ, the data loss is surprisingly low despite the excess
dilution flow.
When we increase the data injection rate ρ, one instance of the first operation
may still be in progress of replicating itself after having processed the previous
data molecule. Thus the concentration of its active rules is slightly lower and
the reaction rate of the first operation drops. Like this a larger amount of input
molecules may accumulate waiting for being processed by the first operation and
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capacity N . (Here instead of N we use the expected target concentration of blueprint
N
and active molecules for each operation: 2o
where o = 7 is the number of operations.)

the probability that the input molecule is removed by the excess dilution flow
rises, too. We can also see in Fig. 9(a) that each sequential operation imposes a
certain data loss.
We can attenuate the influence of the injection rate ρ to the data yield by
increasing the rate at which an operation processes the data stream. This can be
done by increasing the concentration of the operation’s active molecules, which
can be obtained by increasing the max. vessel capacity N . Figure 9(b) shows
how an increase of the max. vessel capacity N reduces the overall data loss for
a certain data injection rate ρ = 1.
Surprisingly, the third input parameter, the rate of deletion attacks, has no
effect on the data loss at all as shown in Fig. 10(a) for different data injection
rates ρ. However, in this figure we can see that the system becomes unstable
when the attack rate rises above a critical level. Hence we now show how the
robustness of the system is influenced by the input parameters.
Robustness. A program shall be called robust if the probability to “survive” a
simulation (where 10000 input molecules are injected with the given parameters)
is greater than Pcrit = 0.9. In other words, the system is robust if less than 10 %
of all simulation runs encounter a starvation situation where no more result
molecules y are generated when injecting input data molecules. Starvation might
occur when one of the auxiliary molecules necessary for an operation becomes
extinct, for example if the number of blueprints drops to zero.
Figure 10(b) depicts the critical attack rate beyond which the system becomes
starved. For low data injection rates ρ the system is able to recover from a
deletion attack δ that is about 2o times higher than ρ, where o = 7 is the
number of operations. When increasing the injection rate, the average number
of surviving systems quickly drop to zero. For a lower max. vessel capacity this
critical injection rate is much lower.
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Required CPU Power. The CPU power required to execute a program is proportional to the injection rate ρ: The higher the rate of input molecules x the
more instructions the algorithm must perform per time interval. In contrast the
required CPU power only marginally depend on the vessel capacity N when
keeping ρ constant. This is because the replication rate of the quines solely depend on the rate of the data stream. A small effect can be observed because an
increase of N causes a cutback of the data loss and thereby more data molecules
are able to pass all quines. Therefore when increasing N the number of algorithm
cycles spent for each injected molecule only rises slightly.
General Observations. The quantitative analysis of the program showed that
the input parameters must be chosen within certain margins in order to obtain
a robust program. In the probabilistic execution model of an artificial chemistry
one never reaches 100 % guarantees for a certain property.
The combination of autocatalytic quines and dilution flow has another stabilizing side effect: If invalid or useless code or data molecules are injected into the
reaction vessel, they will eventually be removed by the dilution flow. Therefore
the system exhibits some robustness to useless or harmful code. However, this
assumption only holds if the injected molecules do not contain self-replicating
molecules and if they don’t interfere with the operations, as we discuss in following section.
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From Robustness towards Security

So far we focused on the robustness of Fraglet programs to code and data deletion. In this section we extend the scope and consider further unintentional and
malicious attacks to the code and data base.
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The exploitation of code has a long history [36]. Over the years many techniques have been developed to exploit code vulnerabilities of common programming mistakes. Thus, these exploits mainly focus on the weaknesses of the code
instead of exploiting the theoretical model of the language or the system it
runs on. In artificial chemical computing systems the situation is different. Since
code is executed via reactions among molecules, it is possible to modify existing
molecules such that their computation corresponds to a different functionality.
This is based on a characteristic that is deliberately left out of traditional programming languages such as C or Java: Any type of data, input or output data,
also represents code and can thus have direct effect on the executed code.
Competing Molecules. If an attacker is allowed to arbitrarily inject molecules
into the reaction vessel, he or she can alter the outcome of the computation and
destory the integrity of the program in various ways. For example, the logic of the
program presented in Sect. 6 can be changed by injecting competing molecules:
The attacker could inject malicious code fraglets ([match t3 mult t4 6]) or
data fraglets ([t3 0]), respectively. The first molecule competes against the
active fraglet of operation 4 for the input data molecule t3 and masks operation 4
in Fig. 6 to compute y = 6x2 + 2x + 1. The molecule in the latter example
directly modifies the result of an operation. However, both attacks are only
of a temporary nature because the replicating quines soon reinstall the proper
molecules.
Viral Blueprints. A more efficient attack targets the blueprints. An injected viral
blueprint [match bp1 bp1 ...] replaces one of the blueprint instances for the
first operation. As long as the concentration of the original blueprint is higher
than the viral blueprint the latter will be displaced. But if the attacker injects
a large number of modified blueprints the system will activate and replicate the
viral blueprint.
Targeted Deletion Attacks. An attack can not only expoit existing code but also
disrupt the program. Beyond the analyzed non-selective (blind) deletion attack
we can also imagine a targeted deletion attack where an attacker selectively
deletes molecules. Even if the attacker has no possibility to directly remove
molecules from the reaction vessel he/she can inject active molecules to consume vital passive molecules. For example, the injected active molecule [match
bp1] would consume and destroy a blueprint molecule needed to replicate the
first operation. Similarly, one could inject molecules ([match t2]) to destroy
intermediary results. In turn, all operations that depend on the suppressed data
molecule cannot replicate anymore. If either attack is executed with a high number of molecules it drives the system to starvation.
Self-Optimization. Up to now, this section discussed intentional attacks which
assumed an active attacker pursuing some specific goal and designing malicious
code accordingly. However, the motivation for using artificial chemical computing
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systems were also based on the fact that these languages possess self-* capabilities, including self-optimization. A self-optimizing Fraglet program could adapt
itself to the environment by appling evolutionary methods, which in turn calls
for random modification of its operations. We are therefore facing another threat
of unintentional attacks, because random modification can in principle lead to
code that performs any of the attacks discussed above.
Concluding Remarks. Our approach of using autocatalytic quines in an artificial
chemistry concentrates on a special threat: the non-selective deletion of code
and data molecules, which is one of the events that are likely to occur when
operating on unreliable devices. We highlighted that there are a vast number of
other threats that need to be adressed in future, but we also showed that some of
the attacks can already be defended if the number of injected harmful molecules
is below a certain limit.
A generic protection mechanism for mobile, self-modifying and self-reproducing code is naturally a big challenge beyond current knowledge. A hypothetical
protection mechanism in this context would inherently need to be itself mobile,
self-modifying and self-reproducing, such that it could track and respond to such
dynamic attack patterns in an effective way. This could lead to an “arms race” of
attack and protection waves. The challenge would be to stabilize such a system,
in the manner of a biological immune system.

8

Conclusions

In this paper we demonstrated that within Fraglets as an artificial chemistry, it
is possible to build self-maintaining structures that, when exposed to an open
but resource constrained environment, exhibit robustness to deletion of their
constituent parts. These properties were then brought forward from simple autocatalytic quines to programs consisting of autocatalytic building blocks. Detailed qualitative and quantitative analysis of the program’s behaviour showed
that the robustness to code and data deletion can be granted within certain
input parameter margins.
The presented self-healing mechanism emerges from the combination of a
growing population of autocatalytic quines and a random non-selective dilution
flow. As a result the code of the program constantly rewrites itself and the
dilution flow makes sure that non-replicating instructions vanish.
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